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Never Made It

He wasn't a professional rugby player; he
never made the All Blacks. He dreamed of
what could happen in his rugby career and,
before you knew it, he was dreaming of what
might have been. He often wondered what
rugby would be like for his sons: would they
get the joy and passion that he experienced
in his life with rugby?

He was lucky to play rugby for his province
and he made a few representative teams, but
he guessed his story is a little different to All
Blacks and their stories. He never made it.
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Kick OffKick Off

The Beginning

James, the little five-year-old,
was playing in the clay at
Willow Park School with his
teacher, Mrs Privac. He was
totally unaware of what the
future had in store for him
and what challenges lay
ahead.

He had some little plastic lambs,
pigs, cows and horses that were
taking up his attention. Any plans would have
to be put on hold. After making a clay hill
and farm he placed the animals around the
sticky brown landscape and pretended he was
a farmer.

Growing up in Birkenhead in the city of
Auckland in the mid-1960s was attractive for
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a young boy. He had no worries in the world.
School was an adventure, his family was happy
and his biggest decisions in life were at
lunchtime, when he had to decide if he was
to eat the raspberry or strawberry jam
sandwich first.

James was the only boy in a family of five.
There was his Mum, Dad, an older sister
Frances and a younger sister Susan. Although
there were four years between each of the
children, it didn't seem to matter.

Living on the North Shore in the big city
produced a lot of pursuits for his family. One
of his favourites was going to the beach. In
the weekends they would fish, canoe, swim,
snorkel and splash around the bays for hours.

His dad was a barber in Birkenhead so he
didn't see a lot of him until the weekends.
That was why weekends were so special. It
always fascinated James how his father had
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cut hair gathered in the bottom of his trouser
cuffs. His dad was a big man, about six foot
two, but it was the size of his feet that
entertained him for hours, as he clomped
around in his shoes or slippers.

His mum was always on hand to patch up a
grazed knee or banged head from a flying
trip on his scooter and three-wheeler. Most
importantly, she was the maker of his favourite
jam sandwiches.

But it was the adventures
with his young friends that
made life in Auckland so

enjoyable. He had a best mate,
Dav id .  They  would  do
everything together. If there was
a tall tree, they would climb it.

If there was a fort to be built,
they would build it. They had a good
understanding of each other, even from an
early age. David had the new toys, but James
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was always willing to supply him with the
necessities in life - jam sandwiches. He paid
David in sandwiches to ride his bike back
from school.

His street had a patch of bush nearby, which
they explored for ages. They would go on
adventures with their bows and arrows and
wooden guns, through the trees, over and
under logs, crossing streams and gullies. They
were like Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn,
although James was really more of a
Spiderman sort of kid and David, a Batman.
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First TFirst Touchouch

The Rugby City

Rugby didn't touch James until he was seven.
That was when he first got introduced to the
words 'rugby club'.

He played for the Northcote Birkenhead
rugby side between 1970 and 1972. They had
gold and maroon striped jerseys, white shorts
and hooped gold and maroon socks. His dad
had played for Ponsonby, but he and James's
mum moved to the North Shore and the
Northcote club became the place where he
hung his hat.

Like most New Zealand boys of that era,
playing rugby was a natural progression from
the bassinet. He was speedy, so the wing
position became his home for his three years
at Northcote Birkenhead. Actually, it became
his home for the next 20 years.
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The rugby club had a large number of fields
but it was the big shed that attracted James.
It was attached to the clubrooms and full of
sawdust. Players would warm up and practise
in there, especially when it was raining and
the grounds were muddy. The clubrooms
were colossal, full of stools, tables and old
rugby photos from years gone by. All Blacks
that came from the club had a special place
on the wall, with cabinets of donated jerseys
and memorabilia.

Certain things were important to a seven-year-
old rugby player then. One of these was the
rugby club 'bun-fight'. This was the after-
match feed of red, saucy saveloys they tucked
into while people made speeches. Bryan
Williams, the All Blacks star of the seventies,
was at one of those gatherings and James
received a wooden ruler from him. He even
shook his hand. The gift was not for anything
in particular, but it was a memorable moment
meeting the 'greatest player in the world'.
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James had a poster of 'Beegee' (Bryan
Williams' nickname) on his wall and every
night he would glance up in the dimming
light and dream what it would be like to be
an All Black.

The speed thing
was always a bit

of a mystery.
He was

involved at an
early age in

athletics with the
Calliope Club in Birkenhead, wearing black
singlets this time. Sprinting was his area of
expertise and he got good rugby training by
going to a lot of events all around Auckland.
Judging by the ribbons that he collected he
must have been pretty fast, although there
appeared to be a lot of seconds and thirds,
with not many firsts. Speed was a funny thing.
There was always someone faster on the
athletics track and on the rugby field. James
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always found his speed a real advantage, but
as he also found in the game of rugby, skill
and determination were even more important.
In his rugby team there was this one-armed
boy who had been in an accident, getting his
arm caught in an old washing machine. It was
one of those that squeezed your clothes dry
in a rolling wringer contraption. He used to
run along with his long sleeve flapping, or tie
it up in a knot so it wasn't flicking in anyone's
face. James watched week after week as this
flying winger scored try after try. He always
wondered whether this was due to the boy's
speed and skill, or the kids not trying to tackle
him.

One morning James's dad said that he would
give him 20 cents every time he scored a try.
Maybe this was to stop any guilt trip he had

as the 'one-armed flyer'
scored every Saturday

morning. Maybe it was
to motivate James to
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search for the try line more often. This was
a pretty big incentive in 1970. Twenty cents
could buy you a huge bag of lollies and it was
those lollies that James had on his mind as
the offer was agreed. He did receive 20 cents
on one occasion. That was the only time he
would get the payment, as it was the only try
he would score for Northcote.

In those days everyone started their rugby
playing barefoot, so getting your first pair of
boots was a very special occasion. James's first
boots were made of plastic! Perhaps the reason
these were invented was to save the nugget
that you brushed on your boots, or maybe it
was just a way to stop the leaks. They were
very sweaty and always made a squeaky noise
in the wet.

His first pair of leather boots was memorable,
simply because they were leather. They were
O'Brien rugby boots and had a square hard-
toe, a big OB symbol on the sides, eight nailed-
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in plastic sprigs and the leather over the
ankles. James would nugget these every
Saturday morning.  I t  was  a  good
apprenticeship, because he continued to clean
his boots every morning of a rugby match.
He would never clean them the night before,
always before the game, and always at home.
Later on in his rugby career he found players
who cleaned their boots just minutes before
a game and even those who didn't clean them
at all. They were either lazy, or had
superstitious beliefs that the mud was 'lucky'.

When you were young, halftime was a big
deal. James loved halftime. That bag of
oranges had instant appeal. Everyone in the
team had a turn bringing the oranges. It was
an important job and a task taken seriously
by the parents involved. Cutting them in
quarters was a must, because you had to have
enough for all the team and reserves. If you
forgot the oranges when it was your turn, you
may as well have stayed home. It was treated
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with disgust. It also provided the parents on
the sideline with something to talk about
during the second half of the game.

'Trust the Bairds to
forget the oranges ...
typical!' they would say.

James always took two orange quarters. Not
at the same time, but after he had one he
always had the urge to get another. He doesn't
think he was vitamin C deficient; it was just
another habit he formed at an early age.
Maybe he just got very thirsty. It's not like
today, with water bottles going on and off the
rugby field like bees to honey.

Mouthguards weren't compulsory then either.
James never wore one when he was at primary
school, although he did get his first moulded
mouthguard at high school. It's funny to think
that as soon as he began to wear a
mouthguard, he would never play a game
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without one. Although they felt a little
uncomfortable at first, they soon become an
essential part of any rugby player's equipment.
If at some stage he had got to a game and his
mouthguard was left at home, he would have
to go back and get it.

He remembers his dad took him to watch
North Auckland play Auckland for the
Ranfurly Shield at Eden Park. Seeing Sid
Going and Bryan Williams and touching the
shield at the end of the game were magical.
For a young rugby fan, being able to run onto
the field after the game was at times the

highlight of the day.

James's father was always keen
to get up and watch on TV the
morning Tests and games that
the All  Blacks played
overseas. James got up for
some of these too. It felt like
he had just gotten to sleep
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when he was shaken awake. With a woolly
jumper, a pair of rugby socks and his dressing
gown on, he would slowly make his way down
the passageway into the dark lounge. A
flickering black and white television lit up the
room. It was hard waking up and James had
to rub his eyes to focus. They had a bar heater
that was always on, a blanket and a couple of
hot drinks at the ready.

Being a rugby player in Auckland lasted just
a short time for James. The skills and
structures he picked up in those early years,
though, were part of the development and
tradition that any young rugby player living
in this country would experience.
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Fast BreakFast Break

The Country

From Auckland James moved to a country
town called Weber. It was 30-odd kilometres
from Dannevirke in southern Hawke's Bay.
This was a pretty huge move considering the
population difference between these locations.
Auckland had a million people but Weber
had only a couple of hundred. The town had
a school and a hotel and his dad had just
bought the hotel from his older brother.

He had gone from a classroom of about 30
kids to a school of less than 20. The
environment was a little different, especially
when it came to rugby.

His first day at his new school proved this. He
was asked almost immediately if he played
rugby and before he had put his lunchbox
into the bag-bay, or greeted his new teacher,
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he was lined up on the back paddock for a
sprint race with the fastest kid in the school.
The boy was Glen, who later became a good
friend and a pretty handy rugby player. They
had to run across the grass, touch the farm
fence and back to the school water tanks.
James beat him that day and his acceptance
in the small school was easier from then on.

The  sma l l
community
school had
o n l y  o n e
picture in the
e n t r a n c e

foyer. It was All Black Duncan Hales. He was
a local Weber boy and his photo hung proudly
in this one-classroom school. Although most
never met him, and his All Blacks feats were
never discussed or explained, the picture gave
the impression that the community was proud
of his achievements.
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The two years James spent at Weber School
were very memorable. Rugby was played on
most days during play and lunch times. Each
rugby team would normally only have three
on each side, but the playing area was small
and every now and then the team numbers
were boosted by the inclusion of sisters or
smaller children. The country school lunch
hour often stretched into two 40-minute
halves, with neither teacher nor pupil seeming
to mind. This was good grounding for any
rugby-playing boy. There was probably more
pressure in those small games than in any
others he played in the future. There was a
lot riding on these games and it was always
for the same reward. Pride!

Bullrush or scrag also became an integral part
of rugby development. It was a game where
one person started in the middle of the field
and called runners one by one to see if they
could get through to the opposite line. If you
were caught (tackled to the ground) it made
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you a member of the middle and it was your
turn to scream out the name of someone who
you wanted to 'get'. If the person chosen made
it through to the opposite line, you would
yell 'bullrush' and everyone left over would
run to get through.

The whole school of Weber could be involved.
It didn't matter how big or small, young or
old you were, the game gave you the ability
to show your skills.

James became a bit of a bullrush expert in
his days at Weber because of his speed. It was
important to get an early start, predict when
your name was to be called, and be away
before the others had even got ready. Most
of the players didn't want to tackle you, so
aiming at that group was a good ploy. Once
you had achieved that initial tactic the open
spaces were all yours. Bigger kids, like the
Martin boys, used to run straight and hard.
They would run as fast and as hard as they
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could, not worrying who was in front of them.
Even with two or three children clinging to
their shirts they usually got over the line.

Getting over the line and screaming 'bullrush'
so that everyone else could run was very
rewarding. It was as if you had conquered the
challenge, climbed to the peak of excellence
and were king of bullrush.

Those at the school that played rugby would
go into Dannevirke to play every weekend for
a team called Southern. This was James's first
experience in a black jersey. It was here he
dabbled a little with the first five-eighth
position and even took a few shots at goal.

Dannevirke didn't have the sunniest of
climates and a winter's morning during rugby
season was something to remember. It was
here he had his first experience of running
around the field before the game breaking
the ice on the ground so they didn't hurt
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themselves when they were playing. This
would have been fine, except in Dannevirke
you didn't wear boots until you were much
older. The word 'stinging' was probably
invented around this time as this little ex-city
10-year-old's feet burnt and stung from his
skin hitting the ice!

Without the burden of boots his
rugby skills blossomed. He didn't
seem to be as afraid as he was in
the city. The newfound ability to
dig in his toes to swerve and out-
manoeuvre his opponents
became an asset. Scoring tries
here was not a problem for
James. The only problem was
getting any money out of his dad.
It was as if the 20-cent incentive
had just disappeared.

He was surprised to learn in his Form Two
year (Year 7 and 8) that he had made the
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South Primary School representative team.
His pace had paid reward. This team played
in a tournament called the Ross Shield and
it involved three other teams from around
the Hawke's Bay area.

The tournament was played in Waipukurau
over three days. This was not only a new
adventure, but also his first experience with
'billeting'. Here he was placed with a family
who also had a boy involved. This was quite
a nervous time for James, especially when all
the boys assembled after the long bus ride.
Names were called out one after another.
Most of James's worries centred around what
would be on the dinner plate. Would he have
to eat broccoli or Brussels sprouts? He didn't
really want either but he knew he was probably
getting one of them.

The painful experience of billeting was a short
one. He was lucky to stay with a family that
owned the local takeaways and they had lots
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of pinball machines. If you were 12 years old
and wanted two things in life, you would have
probably asked for takeaways and
entertainment machines. This hasn't changed
too much from the seventies.

The free feeds and playing the machine-gun
game were unforgettable. Remembering the
tournament was not as easy. His team won a
big shield for the team sportsmanship award.
It wasn't until later years that he found out
that the team that didn't win any of the three
games at the tournament always got the shield.

Being a 'representative player' for the first
time was a strange experience. He didn't really
enjoy it, and felt like he was out of his depth.
But it was a nice feeling to be the Weber kid
that made the Ross Shield South team, even
though he only got three half games.

Blossoming skills weren't the only thing
growing at this time. His weight shot up pretty
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quickly due to the publicans' sons' syndrome
of free chippies, fizzy drink and chocolate
bars. Although there was a lot of farmland,
adventures and sheep work to be done, food
consumption was obviously beating
expenditure in the activity department. He
hadn't noticed until his sister told him to look
in the mirror side on and have a look at his
'big butt'. Although she was annoying, she
was right. What was worse was that he was
about to go on his biggest adventure yet. He
was about to go to Palmerston North as a
school boarder.
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HalftimeHalftime

Here Comes High School

He was on the move again - to high school.
His parents decided to send him to Palmerston
North Boys' High, even though Dannevirke
High was the closest. He believed there were
two reasons for this - Dannevirke High didn't
have the same reputation for sport, and he
probably needed toughening up.

Both these schools had boarding facilities,
but at Dannevirke you had to go home at the
weekend. At PNBHS, you would stay all week.

Boarding school is a place where you stay the
whole school year. Actually, he stayed there
for five years, coming home for each term
holiday and the odd weekend.

The move was going to be crucial for his
development, although you wouldn't have
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thought so the night before he left home. He
cried himself to sleep. This was the first time
in his life his older sister showed him some
attention. He would always remember the
night she came into his room and comforted
him. She was already an old hand at boarding
school and had done her stint at Napier Girls'
School. His mother was also upset as she tried
to make things better until he drifted off to
sleep.

As a third former, or a 'turd', he found
boarding school an experience that was to
grow and mould him, as a rugby player and
a person. It was a place of talent, a place that
made him think about every decision he faced
- but also a place for bullies.

It was just like when he turned up at school
in Weber. The only questions being bantered
around on his first day were who played rugby
and how good they were. Being automatically
accepted by saying you played eased James's
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insecurities, although he was feeling a little
out of sorts walking around in a dark blue
blazer with white trim and shorts.

He was also put at ease by the sight of a face
he recognised from a school up the road from
Weber called Motea. Although he didn't know
the boy very well, a familiar face was a much-
needed security blanket. Over the years at
boarding school, James and the Motea kid,
Steve, were to form a close friendship.

Big, tall, shaving prefects waltzed around
showing 'turds' and their parents where
everything went. They oozed confidence, were
articulate and seemed to be good guys.

That first night changed his opinion of many
of them. When the parents left, the prefects
seemed to take over and determine when the
lights were to go out and yelled at those who
were making too much noise. They reminded
those in his room that their parents weren't
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there to look after them anymore and they
had better 'toe the line', or else. It was the 'or
else' that was to be a common theme over the
years.

That night, as James lay there in his bunkroom
with 24 other boys, he could hear the soft
weeping as boys cried themselves to sleep. It
made him feel better. He was alright; he had
done his crying the night before.

Bullies and boarding school seemed to go
hand in hand. All the books that he had read,
like Tom Brown's School Days, and Whizzer
and Chips comics taught him this. When he
saw that each age group (Form 3 to Form 7)
had their own bully structure, he knew he
needed a strategy to get out of their way.
Rugby was where he found his way to avoid
bullying. Rugby was a great social equaliser
and it made it possible to connect with a wide
variety of people. Because James was 'not bad'
at rugby he escaped a lot of the bullying that
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went on at school. But he still saw incidents
of bullying that he wouldn't wish on anyone.

He witnessed bullies holding
kids underwater in the
school pool, kids put in
small seat boxes until they
screamed to be let out, kids
whacked with metal rulers

and jandals,  punching,
kneeing and nipple twisting. Some kids were
beaten up in the showers, made to eat soap
and jumped on when they were sick.

Most of the bullies he knew weren't that good
at rugby. They all played, but at that time in
his life, he thought everybody did.

Rugby was a big part of high school. Sure,
there were a lot of other sports, but if you
were in the First XV, life seemed to be a little
easier. Most of these players were prefects,
and they got extra privileges.
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Rugby at the boarding hostel was
bigger than big. Rugby was played
and practised at every spare
moment. You would play rugby
a t  m o r n i n g  i n t e r v a l ,
lunchtime, after school, after
dinner and down the corridors
just before 'lights out'. It also
established a pecking order among those who
were living their teenage years in the hostel.
Being a good rugby player didn't give you
'right of entry' but it certainly helped. And if
you were a big talented rugby player, it was
even better.

Kicking was a big part of rugby time out. They
would spend literally hours place kicking the
ball. You would have to make a hole in the
ground to put the ball in. In later years at
high school they began making tees out of
mud by smacking the heel of their boot in
the ground to raise the earth's height. The
first sign of true kicking tees was when the
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boys started putting the ball in the
top of their shoes. This ritual is
still used in schools all around
the world today.

Every form had a rugby grade.
On Saturdays the boys would play for third
grade A or fifth grade C, and so on. Then you
moved into the Third XV, Second XV and,
finally, First XV. Teachers coached the teams
and most can still remember all their high
school coaches. There was an inter-school
competition for all sports. Murray House was
the name given to the boarders' teams. It was
a silly idea because it seemed every team was
playing against those boys who were at the
boarding hostel. It would have been much
better, for both sporting and social reasons, if
they had mixed them up with the other boys.

But it did have its advantages. With everyone
together under the same roof, practising for
these events was easy. It gave them a head
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start on the other teams. They usually won
both the rugby and the marching.

It was in his first year at high school that James
discovered something about himself. He was
short! It had never occurred to him that he
might have been little, small or even tiny. Most
of the boys that he had hung around with
before high school were his height and if they
happened to be taller it wasn't something that
had crossed his mind. It was probably the same
as him realising that the Martin boys at Weber
School were Maori. At the time he hadn't
taken much notice and he certainly hadn't
judged them in any way. You were either good
at rugby, or not, thought James.

Being short at high school, or discovering he
was short, didn't appear to hold him back. It
was probably the start of his subconscious
'short man's disease'. This is where the shorties
know it all, are over-confident and talk too
much. His nickname, which everyone got at
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Boys' High, was relevant to his physique. He
inherited the name 'Stubby' off an older
student. The name stuck right through his
days at Boys' High. He didn't mind this tag
so much, as some of the others had a lot more
personal and hurtful names. Using humour
to ward off any insecurities was a useful tool
at boarding school.

In his first rugby encounter he remained out
on the wing. His speed had not disappeared,
unlike his stomach muscles. Most shorties at
high school were confined to halfback or first
five-eighth. There were always a lot of boys
going for these two positions, but James was
happy to slide through the grades on the wing
three-quarter position.

He continued to learn his rugby trade at high
school. He was lucky to have a couple of good
coaches and he started to bring together other
parts of his game, like kicking, passing and
tackling.
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He played in some good
teams but he didn't

stand out or make
huge contributions

in the try-scoring
department. He again

revisited the goal-
kicking duties but his

success rate was always better at practice
sessions than during the game. He never really
took his rugby that seriously and he guessed
that influenced his ability to concentrate
during penalt ies  and conversions.

He never made the school's First XV rugby
team. He certainly hadn't rated his chances.
In his Form Seven year, when he thought he
had a shot at getting in, he never went to the
trials. A little bit of arrogance had come to
the boy with 'short man's disease'. Craig, a
PNBHS student, made the All Blacks when
he was still at school. He was on one wing and
a school sprint champ called Steve was on the
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other. So his solution was not to bother
turning up.

When asked by the First XV coach why he
hadn't shown up, his reply was, 'Did I have a
chance of getting in?'

The coach sternly replied, 'No!'

This hadn't been the first time
the coach and James had

been at cross purposes. On
one occasion, the coach

said in front of all the
school boarders that

during an inter-school
rugby match James

had played deliberately
out of position. This was

an unhelpful criticism
from someone who should have known better.
James felt it was a lot simpler than that - he
was just stink at fullback.
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Practice TPractice Timeime

Tackling

Tackling is an art form. It has many features
and components to it, yet when you watch a
tackle it all looks so simple. Just knock over
the player who has the ball. Tackling was one
area of the game where James struggled.

James knew how to
tackle. He actually
made some fine

tackles over the years,
some even stopped tries.

But he just didn't like to tackle.

He became a master at avoiding the tackle.
When you play on the wing for a lot of years,
you do become accustomed to that position
and all the cunning skills come with
experience. Most wingers in his day would
make three or four tackles a match. He had
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it down to about one or two. It was just a
matter of drifting, or nominating an inside
back or fullback to 'take that man'.

The reason he didn't like making the tackle
was a basic one. He was scared! He was afraid
of missing a tackle and hurting himself against
bigger opposition.

He can recall all through his rugby days the
times when he felt scared. Not a 'shaking in
his boots' feeling but a 'he didn't want to be
there' scared. Because he was smaller than
most rugby players, it mattered when it came
to tackling. When you run at someone
younger and smaller than you, you are not
afraid of getting hurt. You probably enjoy the
power of being able to run over the top or
push someone out of the way. But put yourself
in the position of the person who is smaller
or younger. Is it an easy tackle to make? James
certainly didn't think so.
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His positioning to make the tackle wasn't
great either, but it was the hesitation that
made him miss the tackle. If players ran
straight at him he didn't appear to have any
problems. It was when they decided to jink
or swerve that he usually missed them. He
just hesitated or was flat-footed.

The greatest feeling you can have
on the rugby field is making
a great tackle. Knocking
somebody over in a 'classic'
tackle beats a great try any
day. Funny that! The real
catch-22 of this skill is that
it was worse missing a
tackle than getting hurt
in one. James would rather
have got hurt making a simple tackle than
missing one.
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TTry Try Timeime

Teachers' College

Leaving school, in particular the boarding
establishment, at the age of 18 was like a
christening for James. It was to be a new
beginning for many things. Going to teachers'
college was more of an accident than a choice
of career.

With all the rugby and schoolwork of Form
Seven, James had never really given a lot of
thought to what he would do when he left
school. At first he liked the idea of something
in forestry, maybe photography or even a
radio disc jockey. These were three completely
different angles of work but ones that were
all interesting.

It wasn't until his career advisor at school
suggested an interview for teachers' college
that he actually had something concrete to
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aim for. He thought teaching kids would be
all right, as he had been a kid himself, and
hadn't caused too much trouble.

The interview went well and, before he knew
it, he was studying to be a teacher.

Teachers' college was an environment James
wasn't used to, although he found being away
from home easy. Some of the other trainees
struggled at first; it was their first experience
away from home. This was James's sixth year
at it.

There were several things James
noticed about teachers' college

that were different. He
struggled most with the
number of girls about. There
was about a 10-to-one ratio of
girls to boys, and coming from
a boys-only school, James got
a little gob-smacked.
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After a while he picked up that the game of
rugby didn’t seem to have the same influence
it had had when he was at high school. Most
of the girls didn’t really support it and the
majority of guys didn’t play it.

It was about this time that surfing became an
outlet for James. He had found a new friend
who not only played rugby but also surfed.
James had dabbled in surfing a little at high
school, but most of these years were spent
reading the magazines rather than actually
getting out on the water.

He was soon playing rugby in the winter and
surfing in summer. This proved to be a good
combination for a young boy heading towards
manhood and a future in education. Not only
did it give his life some balance, it also kept
him occupied and cool over the hot summer
months.
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One of the best things
about going to college
was the chance to go

flatting. When you go
flat t ing you get  an

automatic team of willing
rugby practitioners. James and
his flatmates would spend

endless hours passing the ball around the flat.
Every second day they would go to the local
park and play a game of ‘forceback’. This was
a kicking game where you had to kick the ball
over a rugby goal line. It involved a lot of
catching, running and kicking. Although it
was seen as a form of fun for the three
flatmates, it actually helped these guys develop
good kicking and catching techniques.

The teachers’ college only had two rugby
teams. There was an Under 21 grade and a
Senior B team that played in the open men’s
division. James strolled into the Senior B team
and ended up playing for this team for three
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years. It was always a tough competition and
one that James had to adjust to quickly. He
was playing against men that were almost
twice his age. It was far removed from the
games he had played up to now, when he was
against players his own age.

He quickly learnt a lot from the players around
him. He was not only surviving in this grade,
he was blossoming. Everything just seemed
to click into place, both on and off the field.
He ran fast and scored tries, and he made
tackles to stop tries. He surfed in summer, he
worked in his lectures, and he partied at night
and recovered in the morning. Life was good!
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Roll OnRoll On

Representative Rugby

Since the early days of the Ross Shield team
James hadn't made any representative age-
grade teams or even his school's First XV. But
that was all about to change. It almost snuck
up on him, shook his hand and said, 'We want
you in our rep team.'

First, it was the Manawatu Colts side. Then it
was his second black jersey in the New Zealand
Teachers' College team. It was in those two
teams that James would make a big decision.

It wasn't a decision he'd thought
about a lot, it was an
attitude change and a
refocus on priorities. He
was going to take his
rugby seriously and do
the best he could in any
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team that he played for. This wasn't a big
sacrifice for him because rugby was a big part
of his life. Now it was going to be a conscious
goal.

There was never any stage in his life, apart
from the days when he stared at the poster
on the wall as a youngster, that he ever
considered being an All Black. This was not
his drive or total goal, it was simply to do the
best he could with the teams he was in and
have a group of players around him that he
could call friends. Rugby to him was a lifestyle
choice and not about the gathering of
representative caps.

In the Manawatu Colts teams he got to travel
around the lower North Island playing against
other provincial colt sides. It was the first of
many great experiences on the road and apart
from the many rugby fields he was to get to
play on, the most entertaining parts of his
travels were the bus rides.
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Bus rides and rugby teams go hand in hand.
There are several unwritten laws that make
up a rugby bus ride. First and foremost is the
back seat privilege.

Law 1: Never sit in
the back seat of a
bus unless you are
invited.

This is where the experienced - or the ugliest
and meanest - players sit. They tend to decide
what goes on, what is sung and how many
refreshments will be consumed during the
bus ride home. As a rule of thumb, these
players tend to be mainly from the forward
pack.

Law 2: If you are new to the team, expect to
be initiated.

This is a fairly nerve-racking experience where
the 'back seat boys', as they are known, initiate
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new members to the team with a drink, song,
joke or something worse.

Law 3: Always sing loudly and out of tune.

There is always someone who can play the
guitar in rep teams. Maybe it is part of the
selection process when a coach picks the team.

Law 4: Backs can initiate 'wee wee stops'.

This is when a player starts to sing a song
about going to the toilet and the bus driver
is expected to find the appropriate facility in
which all the players on the bus can relieve
themselves.

Law 5: Coaches and management sit up the
front.

There had been a few teams James had been
in where the coach had tried to be part of
the bus ride home, but on most occasions the
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coaches sat up the front to talk about the
game. It was the best place for them.

T h e  N e w
Zealand Teachers'
College team was
James's first chance to

wear the silver fern.
Although it was not

prominent on the jersey, it was a satisfying
moment. They travelled up the east coast of
the North Island to play two games against
Poverty Bay and East Coast.

James had a couple of teachers' college mates
on tour with him and the tour itself was a real
eye-opener, especially in the second game
against East Coast. They had already been
beaten by Poverty Bay a few days earlier when
they arrived at the Tikitiki marae. This was
their accommodation for the next two days
and, amazingly, rugby was like a religion up
there. Everybody was talking about the match.
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The cultural experience of staying at the
marae, though, was a little overshadowed by
the game itself.

When the bus pulled in to the game venue,
James was amazed by the number of people
arriving on horseback to watch the game.
Soon there were hundreds of cars arriving as
well. Every one of them was parked up against
the sideline to get the best view.

As winger, James was a little concerned at how
close those cars were to his most important
part of the field, the sideline. His coach didn't
ease his mind by explaining that he wasn't
prepared to ask them to move back any
further.

The game itself was a ferocious encounter
and one that could only be described as
'champagne rugby' by both sides. James's team
won that match, but it was the experiences
on the trip that made him want more.
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They weren't far away as he played for the
New Zealand Teachers' team in 1984 against
the Wellington provincial side and made the
Manawatu provincial squad earlier in the year.

After three years at teachers' college, James
settled into a year at university to finish off
his studies and get a degree in education. On
top of all this, he was playing for the University
A side and giving it everything to make the
Manawatu provincial side.

As soon as anyone makes a senior side within
their own province things change dramatically.
Rugby becomes the topic for not only you
and your mates, but for the local media and
club supporters. James enjoyed this side to
the game where he could see his name in the
paper and, if he was lucky, his photograph.
They always had a small write-up for each
senior game in the Monday paper. James
found it amusing to read what the local scribe
thought of his team on the Saturday. His
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name appeared regularly and he believes that
some of the write-ups he got had some
influence on him making the Manawatu
provincial team.

The trials for the Manawatu side were a huge
occasion for James. Not only were they at
night under floodlights, but he was under an
injury cloud from the week before when he
had been tackled hard and hurt his lower
back. He had been to a specialist, hung upside
down, bent and twisted, rubbed and smacked,
until they thought he was right to play. He
wore a rubber 'corset' for support around his
midriff as a final precaution. Not a very manly
look, but a necessity if he was going to play.

The trial match was a bit of a blur for James.
The pace of the game was unlike anything
else he had played in. He didn't get much
ball and didn't have to put too much strain
on his back, although it felt fine. His team
was losing, which wasn't helpful in the
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selection process that was to follow. Then
someone from the opposition spilt the ball
forward as they were going for a try. James
scooped it up and ran 80 metres to score at
the other end of the field.

The next day in the paper it talked about the
trial and who might get in and there, right at
the end, was a sentence James wasn't to forget
for a while. 'James, the young player from
University, must be the quickest player in
Manawatu.'

It must have impressed the Manawatu coach
because the following day he was named in
the provincial side.

His one and only on-field performance for
Manawatu was against Wanganui. His team
won 18—16. Wanganui scored four
unconverted tries and Manawatu scored six
penalties. Throughout the game James had
been terrified, marking a player who was a
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lot bigger than him. In fact, he was much
larger than James and had an Afro haircut
that was very intimidating for a small teacher
trainee. As this player ran, the Afro wobbled
and swayed as if to say, 'Get out of my way, or
else!' James touched the ball once in that
match. A move was called, he ran into the
backline from the blindside wing, caught the
ball and passed it immediately to the next
player. That was it!

It was a fairly forgettable debut for James, but
one that he was bound to learn from. His first
cap for a provincial side was a great honour,
but not playing well provided a feeling of
guilt and disappointment.
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OvertimeOvertime

The 'Naki Connection

Finally the time had come for James to get
out and join the workforce. He had been
posted to the township of Hawera, in Taranaki.

He moved there for several reasons, the
main one being to follow his girlfriend,

a Taranaki girl.

He taught at Hawera Intermediate for
five years, playing club rugby for the
local side and marrying his girlfriend
in 1987.

Rugby in the town was what rugby was all
about, thought James. It was about forming
friendships, enjoying the camaraderie of a
team game and getting to play a game you
loved.

The clubrooms was everyone's second home.
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Everybody met up there sometime during a
Saturday, to discuss the game, life, death and
even marriage. It didn't matter how far you
had travelled to a game, you always came back
to the clubrooms. It was an identity that James
loved and a place he felt comfortable in.

His first season there was probably his best.
Although no one knew who he was, James
was surprised to see in the paper that they
were calling him the 'past Manawatu
representative'. This amused James as he
wondered if they knew he had played just one
game for Manawatu and only touched the
ball once.

Club rugby in the Taranaki province
was always eventful.
Towns would play towns
every Saturday. It wasn't
about two rugby teams
playing one another; it
was about Hawera
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playing all the other towns in the Taranaki
area.

Hawera was one of the stronger clubs and it
was not until 1987 that James realised what a
big deal club rugby was. They had made the
Taranaki club finals against Inglewood. A
week before the game players were
interviewed, their pictures were in the paper,
ribbons and decorations were scattered
around the town and everybody was talking
about a Hawera victory.

Unfortunately, Inglewood had other ideas
and they won the match 36—24. James and
a couple of other players from the Hawera
team were sporting niggly injuries and the
pace of the game probably didn't help on this
occasion. They were well beaten on that day
and it was a very memorable moment in
James's rugby career.
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He made the Taranaki team and was soon
practising with the past and current All Blacks
of the province. This was where James
struggled with the company he was in. He
never really settled in the role as a provincial
player. He found practices, matches, bus rides
and social  occasions intimidating.

James remembers having a pre-match lunch
before a big representative game with one of
the more experienced players. Colin was a
big, bearded Maori player who worked at the
local freezing works. He was slurping away at
ice cream and peaches as James sat down with
his ham steak, chips and coleslaw. James,
feeling a little uneasy, glanced over at what
Colin was eating. He was trying not to upset
his pre-match preparation but wondered why
this colossus of a man would be eating only
ice cream and peaches before a big match.
Colin raised his head to look at James, then
James's plate and back to his own.
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'A hungry hunter is a good hunter,' Colin said
quietly.

James felt even more intimidated, especially
when he looked at what he was about to eat.

During this period of the mid to late eighties,
James was fortunate to play three games for
the Taranaki side. Some were memorable. In
his debut match in 1985 he scored a try.

James was warming up
outside the back of the
grandstand with the
other reserves when
another player ran out
and said, 'James, you're
playing. Get under the
stand, the coach wants you.
Bryce isn't right and you're marking Bernie.'

All the talk about playing in the game would
have normally made other players excited,
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but James only heard the bit about marking
Bernie. Bernie was a past great All Black and
James was about to mark him in a
representative game in front of thousands of
people.

But things went well for James on that day
and if he had relied on his skills, rather than
feeling intimidated, it could have been better.

Others games were not so memorable,
including his last in 1988, when Taranaki beat
Waikato 21-17. It was a day where he seemed
to be chasing his tail throughout the match.
Again, intimidated by those around him,
James was more relieved that the whistle had
gone for fulltime than being excited about
playing another rep game and his team
winning.

It's curious to think that James enjoyed and
excelled in the Taranaki B team more than
he ever did in provincial rugby. It was the
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place he could call home and it was a level
that was probably more appropriate for his
talents.

But representative rugby did have its good
points. James loved the feeling of getting off
the bus at a rep game, looking serious and
focused. Having someone
wanting your autograph
was bemusing, but
e n j o y a b l e ,  a n d
sleeping and eating
in a hotel was a fairly
novel experience.
Interacting with the other players and
establishing long-term friendships was
something to treasure, forever.

But with these experiences comes growth and
James did a lot of growing up in those rugby
years. Surrounding yourself with a large
number of people, all with a common bond,
but different lifestyles and circumstances,
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gives an individual plenty of time to grow and
take their own directions. Rugby does this
like no other sport.

In 1990 James retired from rugby at the age
of 26. He did come back on the odd occasion,
to relive those old rugby experiences and
shake off a few cobwebs. The niggly injury of
1987 continued to dominate James's rugby
seasons. He had made pulling a hamstring
an art form. He was straining, snapping or
pulling his hamstring muscles at least twice a
year. Years later he found that it was probably
caused by a lower back injury he had suffered
when he first went for the Manawatu
provincial side. The hamstring strains and
pulls were dictating how long he was to play
for at this level. It was affecting his speed,
gaps in the backline were getting smaller, and
trainings were becoming a bore. It was a good
time to 'hang up his boots'.
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He hoped, looking back at his rugby career,
that he would remember the lifestyle and how
good it was. He'd like other youngsters to be
able to experience the same as he did.

James now has three boys of his own and he
hopes that they will get as much enjoyment
and as many experiences out of sport as he
got. But if there was to be one bit of advice
he would give to them, it would probably be
knowing that to play this game, you don't
have to make it big time, you just have to
enjoy it.
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